Positions in Finance  
University of Washington

One or more positions may be available in Finance beginning in the 1985-86 academic year. We are looking for a person with the capability and desire to engage in original research in business finance, investments, international finance, or financial markets, and with excellent teaching abilities. A strong background in economics and in quantitative methods or econometrics is required. We are primarily looking for Assistant Professors; however, there is a possibility of hiring at the Associate or Full Professor level if the individual is exceptional. Visiting positions also are likely to be available.

The University of Washington offers an excellent environment for younger faculty. We have a very strong research-oriented faculty who can provide stimulation and encouragement to individuals who are just establishing their careers. In addition, our close ties with the Economics and Accounting Departments offer faculty members rewarding opportunities for interdisciplinary research projects.

As an equal opportunity employer, the department is especially interested in making the availability of this position known to minorities and women. Candidates should send a cover letter indicating research and teaching interests, a vita, a summary of courses taken, the names of four references, and any available examples of recent research to:

Professor Peter A. Frost, Chairman  
Department of Finance, Business Economics and Quantitative Methods  
School of Business Administration DJ–10  
University of Washington  
Seattle, WA 98195
University Founder’s Professor

School of Management
University of Texas at Dallas

Nominations and applications are invited for an individual with a distinguished record of excellence in research and teaching, for appointment as a University Founder’s Professor in the School of Management at the University of Texas at Dallas. This endowed professorship includes an annual discretionary research stipend.

Candidate should possess outstanding qualifications in research methodology, or in the design and conduct of professional educational programs, within the management disciplines of accounting and finance.

Salary is negotiable and commensurate with achievement.

The University of Texas at Dallas is an upper-level institution with an enrollment of over 7,500 students, approximately half of whom are graduate students. The University stresses interdisciplinary work in a research-oriented atmosphere and offers over 50 degrees in upper division and graduate education, including two doctoral degrees in the School of Management. Appointment to begin September, 1985. Closing date for nominations and applications is February 15, 1985.

Send nominations and applications to:
Founder’s Professorship Search #468
School of Management
The University of Texas at Dallas
P.O. Box 830688
Richardson, Texas 75083-0688

Indication of sex and ethnicity for Affirmative Action statistical purposes is requested but not required. UTD is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Announcement
Chairperson and Professor of Finance

The College of Business Administration, The University of Iowa, seeks applicants for the tenured position of Chairperson and Professor, Department of Finance. This appointment is available in August 1985.

Applicants must possess a Ph.D. degree, a strong research record, and be currently tenured. Primary responsibility is academic leadership and administration of the Department.

Address applications, nominations, and inquiries to:

Professor Michael S. Rozef
College of Business Administration
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
(319) 353-5891

The University of Iowa is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer.
Finance Association Meetings
Southwestern Finance Association
Dates: March 6–9, 1985
Place: New Orleans, LA, Sheraton New Orleans
Deadline for program participation: September 28, 1984
Contact: Tom S. Sale III, Vice President, Southwestern Finance Association, Louisiana Tech University, College of Administration and Business, Department of Economics and Finance, Ruston, LA 71272. (318) 257-4149.

Academy of International Business, Midwest Meeting
Dates: March 27–29, 1985
Place: Chicago, Illinois
Contact: Raj Aggarwal, 1985 Program Chairperson, Chairman of the Department of Finance, The University of Toledo, Toledo, OH 43606

Midwest Finance Association
Dates: March 28–30, 1985
Place: Cincinnati, OH, Netherland Plaza
Deadline for program participation: October 1, 1984
Contact: George G. Kaufman, Program Chairman, Loyola University, College of Business Administration, Chicago, IL 60611.

Eastern Finance Association
Dates: April 24–27, 1985
Place: Williamsburg, VA, The Williamsburg Hospitality House
Deadline for program participation: November 1, 1984
Contact: Diana R. Harrington, University of Virginia, Colgate Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, Charlottesville, VA 22906.
Local arrangements: James R. Haltiner, College of William and Mary, School of Business Administration, Williamsburg, VA 23185.

French Finance Association
Dates: June 13–14, 1985
Place: Fontainebleau, France, INSEAD
Contact: Professor Gabriel Hawawini, INSEAD, Boulevard de Constance, 77305 Fontainebleau Cedex, France

Western Finance Association
Dates: June 19–22, 1985
Place: Scottsdale, AZ, Camelback Inn
Deadline for program participation: November 25, 1984
Contact: Alan Kraus, Program Chairman, University of British Columbia, Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 1Y8.

European Finance Association
Dates: August 29–31, 1985
Place: Bern, Switzerland, University of Bern
Contact: Professor Walter Wasserfallen, University of Bern, Volkswirtschaftliches Institut, Länggass-Strasse 8, 3012 Bern, Switzerland

Financial Management Association
Dates: October 10–12, 1985
Place: Denver, Colorado, The Denver Hilton
Contact: Ramon E. Johnson—The University of Utah, Vice President—1985 FMA Program, c/o Financial Management Association, College of Business Administration, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620

Southern Finance Association
Dates: November 24–26, 1985
Place: Dallas, Texas, Hyatt Regency Hotel
Contact: O. Maurice Joy, President, Southern Finance Association, School of Business, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
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